USING “I POWER” TO SPEAK UP
WHEN YOUR FRIEND ISN'T TREATING YOU THE WAY YOU WANT TO BE TREATED

We teach others how
we want to be treated
by speaking up with
“I Power.”

Everyone makes
mistakes.

“I Power” helps you talk to your friend about something that is harming the friendship.

Using “I Power”
To Connect & Heal

Important Notes

“I feel ___________(feeling)
when you __________(action)

Start by sharing your feelings using “I” statements because as soon as you start
saying “You”, like “You hurt my feelings”…your friend will get defensive and stop
listening.

because _____________ (why).”

Stick to your feelings and the specific event that happened. When you pull in a
lot of other events, it gets too tricky to solve all at once.

“I would like you to __.” (request)

IMPORTANT: Stand up tall, look your friend in the eyes and use a calm, confident
tone of voice. Remember our body language is as important as our words!

If your friend continues to ignore your requests to be treated well,
it's time to get help from an adult or put your energy into other friendships.

Avoid Words that Divide & Harm
Words matter…..a lot! The words you choose can make matters a lot better or a lot worse.
Threats, accusations and blame make conflicts worse. These statements start with the word “You” instead of “I.”

THREATS: “If you ___________,” I won’t ____________!” (be your friend anymore, like you, invite you)
ACCUSATIONS or BLAME: “You ALWAYS ____________________!” (get to choose, go first, etc)
“You NEVER _____________________!” (play with me, listen, etc)

Friends are honest about their feelings and work through the tough stuff together.

Remember, friends are not mind readers. If we ignore things that really bother us, nothing will change.
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